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Rationale and objectives: This study measures hemodynamic properties such as blood flow and hemoglobin concentration and oxygenation in the healthy human breast under a wide range of compressive loads. Because many breast-imaging technologies derive contrast
from the deformed breast, these load-dependent vascular responses affect contrast agent–enhanced and hemoglobin-based breast
imaging.
Methods: Diffuse optical and diffuse correlation spectroscopies were used to measure the concentrations of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin, lipid, water, and microvascular blood flow during axial breast compression in the parallel-plate transmission geometry.
Results: Significant reductions (P < .01) in total hemoglobin concentration (30%), blood oxygenation (20%), and blood flow (87%)
were observed under applied pressures (forces) of up to 30 kPa (120 N) in 15 subjects. Lipid and water concentrations changed <10%.
Conclusions: Imaging protocols based on injected contrast agents should account for variation in tissue blood flow due to mammographic compression. Similarly, imaging techniques that depend on endogenous blood contrasts will be affected by breast compression
during imaging.
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E

xogenous contrast agents are playing an increasingly
important role in breast cancer screening and diagnosis, because they improve image signal-to-noise
and offer novel targeting potential as tissue biomarkers.
Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging
(DCE-MRI) uses intravenous injection of gadoliniumdiethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA), for
example, and is currently recommended as a screening tool
for high-risk women (1). Similarly, contrast-enhanced digital
x-ray tomosynthesis often uses injection of iodine-based
agents into the compressed breast (2,3). Both of these
techniques rely on adequate blood flow to control the
delivery, uptake, and spatial distribution of the contrast
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agent. Deformation of breast tissue during compression,
however, can lead to modifications of regional blood flow
that alter tissue oxygenation and metabolism as well as
contrast agent delivery. Furthermore, the mechanical properties of tumors are generally different from those of the
surrounding tissues (4–12), and these differences can lead to
uncontrolled and heterogeneous vascular responses of the
breast to compression. Thus, compression can significantly
reduce cancer contrast.
In addition to the standard clinical techniques mentioned
previously, scientists continue to explore new technologies to
enhance breast cancer specificity and sensitivity. Diffuse
optical spectroscopy (DOS) and tomography (DOT), for
example, are novel methodologies that utilize photons in the
near-infrared (NIR, 650–950 nm) tissue transmission window
to measure properties of normal and diseased breast tissues noninvasively and in vivo (13–39). In breast cancer, these
physiological parameters typically include the concentration
of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin (HbO2 and
Hb, respectively), from which total tissue hemoglobin
concentration (Hbt = HbO2 + Hb f blood volume) and
blood oxygen saturation (StO2 = HbO2/Hbt) are readily
calculated. These hemodynamic parameters, including other
tissue properties such as water and lipid concentration and
reduced tissue scattering (m0s ), all provide significant
endogenous tumor contrast for the optical method. In
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practice, clinical DOS/DOT measurements typically involve
placing breast tissue under some type of mild compression,
however, and the effects of this compression on breast tissue
vasculature are not generally considered in the analysis of
DOT results, despite observations suggesting that compression
effects are present (24,30,40–48).
In light of these issues concerning hemodynamics and
contrast agent delivery, the primary focus of the present article
is to characterize the blood flow responses of healthy breast tissue to compression. We use a compression similar to that performed in clinical mammograms and in contrast-enhanced
x-ray tomosynthesis—that is, a parallel-plate geometry with
applied loads up to 120 N. Importantly, the data derived provide the first direct measurements of microvascular blood flow
changes during compression and provide insight about
healthy breast tissue hemodynamic responses to compression.
Ultimately, these results should provide guidance for use of
contrast agents to enhance tumor visibility in the compressed
breast and for optimal implementation of DOT and DOS.
To accomplish this goal, DOS is used for the measurement of
average tissue chromophore concentrations, and a relatively
new technique, diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS), is
used for direct measurement of microvascular breast tissue
blood flow (14,49–60). Briefly, DCS measures fluctuations in
light intensity collected after transmission through the breast.
These temporal fluctuations depend on the flow of red blood
cells. Larger flows yield faster fluctuations of the detected
light field and a more rapid decay of the field temporal
autocorrelation function. DCS blood flow indices (BF) are
derived from the measured temporal decay rate of the
autocorrelation function; the flow indices have been validated
previously (61–74). Notably, the study described here also
represents the first DCS-flow measurements detected in transmission through human breast, and because full tomographic
diffuse optical reconstruction of breast generally requires
transmission measurements, the study takes an important first
step toward optical blood flow tomography of human breast.

METHODS
Recruitment

A total of 30 healthy volunteers over the age of 18 years were
recruited. Because of mechanical limitations of our tissue interface, we initially restricted recruitment to women who wore
B-cup or larger bras; after gaining experience with measurements, we limited further recruitment to women with C-cup
or larger bras (patient demographics are described in Table 1).
Five subjects were not included in analysis because of motion
artifacts or tissue contact issues; eight subjects were excluded
because of low DCS signal; and two subjects were excluded
because of instrumental mechanical failure. Partial datasets,
however (e.g., the left breast of a woman who moved during
right breast measurements), were included in the analysis.
Thus, the data reported are derived from 15 healthy volunteers.
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TABLE 1. Demographic Information for Healthy Subjects
Studied in the Compression Investigation
Parameters
Age, yr
BMI, kg/m2
Menopausal status
Premenopausal
Postmenopausal
Bra cup size
B
C
D
E
Race/ethnicity
Caucasian
African American
Asian
Hispanic

Subjects (N = 15)
35  16 (19, 67)
26  7.8 (19.6, 49.3)
12 (75%)
3 (25%)
1 (7%)
8 (53%)
5 (33%)
1 (7%)
11 (73%)
3 (20%)
1 (7%)
0 (0%)

Race/ethnicity and bra cup size are self-reported. Body mass index
(BMI) and age are reported as mean  standard deviation (minimum,
maximum).

Measurement Protocol

After the instrument height was properly adjusted for each
subject (Fig 1a), baseline measurements of force (load), pressure,
and optical properties were collected. Optical measurements
utilized a time-domain DOS (TD-DOS) system. The TDDOS instrument consisted of 690, 750, 785, 800, 830, and
838 nm pulsed diode lasers (Picoquant, Berlin Germany),
photon-counting photomultiplier tubes (H7422-50P, Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan), and time-correlated single
photon-counting electronics (SPC-134, Becker and Hickl,
Berlin, Germany), all described in Busch (75). The blood
flow measurements were carried out with the DCS technique
using a light source at 785 nm and detectors described in Durduran et al. (62). We used a single source and detector position
for the optical measurements, colocating and averaging eight
DCS detectors to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Optical measurements were performed serially; TD-DOS
measurements at all six wavelengths were followed by DCS
measurements at a single wavelength. Integration times for
each technique were adjusted to provide acceptable SNR for
each technique; the TD-DOS wavelength was integrated for
1–2 seconds at the baseline plate separation and 0.5–1 seconds during compression; DCS signal was integrated for 3–5
seconds throughout the experiment. The integration times
were chosen generously to improve SNR; in the future, various
technical alterations should permit faster data acquisition.
Skin pressure was measured using an array of 26 sensors
(Tactilus Free Form, Sensor Products, Madison, NJ) distributed on the upper and lower compression plates (Fig 1b,c).
The pressure readings across the breast were highly heterogeneous due to edge effects; therefore, we used three sensors
immediately adjacent to the fiberoptics, that is, close to the
location where the breast was centered, for further analysis.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic overview. The
subject is seated on a height-adjustable
chair with the breast placed between two
compression plates. Optical fibers couple
light into and out of the tissue and are also
coupled to the optoelectronics of the combined diffuse optical/diffuse correlation
spectroscopy
(DOS/DCS)
instrument
module. Skin pressure (P), applied force
(F), and plate separation (d) are measured
throughout the study. (b) Schematic view
of compression plates, load sensor, pressure sensor, and optodes. To improve
data quality, eight DCS detectors were colocated and data from these detectors
were obtained in parallel and averaged.
Twenty-six pressure sensors were located
on the upper and lower plates. (c) Schematic view of pressure sensor distribution.
The red star indicates the optode location.
The size of the blue circles denotes the
size of the sensor (15- or 25-mm diameter;
size is proportional to sensitivity). (d) Experimental timeline. The initial compression
was set to a nominal force of 60 N, and
the subsequent compressions were set to
120 N. In practice, both of these force
levels were limited by subject compliance.
(e) Photograph of compression plate system. For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.

The applied force was measured with a load sensor (LC8200625-50, Omega Engineering, Swedesboro, NJ). Load and
pressure sensors were calibrated daily.
We first applied a step compression to 60 N force or the
maximum permitted by the subject; we refer to this step as a
partial compression. After partial compression, the data were
collected for 45 seconds, and then the plate configuration

was returned to the baseline separation, which we refer to as
the relaxed configuration. After 90 seconds, we then applied
a step compression of 120 N or maximum permitted by the
subject; we refer to this step as a full compression. After full
compression, the data were collected for 45 seconds, and
the plate configuration was again returned to the baseline separation. We then repositioned the subject’s other breast within
153
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the instrument, and we repeated the sequence of steps
described previously, except that this time our goal was to
apply 120 N during both repetitions (76). In designing this
protocol, we attempted to capture both a graded response
(partial versus complete) and hysteresis effects—for example,
changes due to repeated complete compression. In practice,
subject compliance and tissue relaxation under load reduced
the average applied force in the partial compression timewindows to 15–60 N and reduced the applied force in the
full compression time-windows to 60–120 N. As a result
of these variations, an almost continuous range of compression forces were applied across our subject population.
Furthermore, we could not discern a hysteresis effect with
repeated compression across this subject population.
The speed of compression application was limited by both
patient compliance and by the manually driven controls in
the device. A timeline of the process is shown in Fig 1d. After
setting the initial load, the plate separation was held constant for
the remainder of the measurement time, that is, the data were
obtained at constant plate separation, rather than constant
load. Plate separation was initially measured by hand during
each compression period using a caliper, and subsequently it
was continuously monitored using an ultrasonic ranging device
(Go!Motion, Vernier Software and Technology, Beaverton,
OR).
If subjects expressed discomfort, the study was terminated.
Data were also excluded if the subject moved during the
measurement or moved during the time between the baseline
and compression measurements. Partial datasets, for example,
from one breast, were included in our analysis.
Chromophore concentrations (HbO2, Hb, lipid, and water
[H2O]) were simultaneously fit to six-wavelength TD-DOS
data using a multispectral algorithm. In this analysis, the free
parameters were the concentrations of HbO2, Hb, lipid, and
H2O, as well as two parameters (A and b) modeling the
scattering coefficient (77) by the power law:
m0s ðlÞ ¼ Alb

(1)
m0s

and the
for each optical wavelength l (nm). Note that
quantity (Alb) have units of cm1. The tissue absorption coefficient is a sum of terms containing both the ith chromophore concentration (Ci, mol/L) and their respective
extinction coefficients (εi, cm1 mol1 L), that is,
ma ðlÞ ¼

X

Ci $εi ðlÞ$lnð10Þ

rHbt ¼ Hbt
ðHbt Þ0
DStO2 ¼ StO2  ðStO2 Þ0
rBF ¼

BF
BF0

DLipid ¼ Lipid  Lipid0
DH2 O ¼ H2 O  ðH2 OÞ0
m0
rm0s ¼  0s
ms 0
DP ¼ P  P0
DF ¼ F  F0
where the resulting normalized physiological parameters are
measured in percentages (or as differences) relative to the
baseline (X0) value.
Statistical Methods

The variation of each measured parameter (e.g., blood flow, hemoglobin concentration) from baseline was determined for each
repetition of each subject. These data were then binned by
applied pressure or applied force, that is, baseline, 0–10,
10–20, and 20–30 kPa and baseline, 0–30, 30–60, 60–90, and
90–120 N, respectively. For each parameter, we tested the
hypothesis that the compression-induced change was significantly different from baseline using a two-tailed Student t test.
This study was conducted under a protocol approved by the
Institutional Safety Review Board of the University of
Pennsylvania.
RESULTS

(2)

i

where the sum is over all tissue chromophores and ma has units
of cm1. Additionally, two derived parameters, total hemoglobin concentration and blood oxygen saturation, were
calculated at each time point.
The DCS temporal intensity autocorrelation functions were
fit to the standard infinite slab solution of the correlation diffusion equation, using the optical properties determined by the
TD-DOS measurements. The blood flow index, BF, is thus
derived from best fits of the theory to the temporal decay of
154

the autocorrelation function; we note that changes in such
indices have been validated previously in a variety of tissues under several different perturbations (61–74). Additional details of
the TD-DOS and DCS analysis are provided in the Appendix.
For the purposes of intersubject comparison, we normalized
measured parameters for each subject to reduce the impact of
individual subject physiology. For example, Hbt can vary widely
between subjects (33). We therefore examined the relative
changes (denoted by a prefactor, r) from baseline in each parameter. Specifically, we define

Example Data from Individual Subjects

Typical results from a single subject are shown in Figs 2 and 3.
Plate separation (d) was held constant for the duration of each
time-window. In the time-windows wherein the breast is
compressed (Fig 2a), the measured force was observed to
quickly decrease after the compression plate ceased moving
(Fig 2b). The measured pressure at the skin surface (Fig 2b)
showed a similar pattern. These effects may be due to
mechanical relaxation of the tissue and/or redistribution
of fluid within tissue compartments. Physiological and
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Figure 2. Example data from a 28-year-old subject (body mass
index = 19.6 kg/m2), showing time traces of distance, force, and
pressure. (a) Plate separation (d). (b) Applied force (F, blue, left
axis) and surface pressure (P, red, right axis). The plate separation
d is inversely related to force (F) and pressure (P). Hemodynamic
measurements for this subject are shown in Figure 3. For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.

Figure 3. Example data from a 28-year-old subject (body mass
index = 19.6 kg/m2), showing time traces of distance and hemodynamic properties. Mechanical measurements for this subject are
shown in Figure 2. (a) Plate separation (d). (b) Total hemoglobin
concentration (Hbt). (c) Relative blood flow (rBF). (d) Blood oxygen
saturation (StO2) and (e) reduced tissue scattering coefficient m0s
versus experiment time. As expected, Hbt (b), rBF (c), and StO2
(d) are reduced during compression. For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.

mechanical properties of the tissue were recorded continuously during the measurement of each breast with frame rate
determined by the integration time necessary for sufficient
SNR in each subject (0.1–0.2 Hz); recordings of applied
force and pressure were downsampled to this rate. Although
we attempted to reach 60 N during the partial compression
period and 120 N during the full compression period, these
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force levels were limited by subject compliance. For example,
as seen in Fig 2b, this particular subject accepted a partial
compression of 45 N and a full compression of 100 N.
Total hemoglobin content (Hbt, Fig 3b) decreased by up to
30% compared to baseline during the high-load periods. Relative blood flow (rBF = BF/BF0, Fig 3c) measurements showed
significantly more variation, in part due to lower SNR. This
variation is especially evident in the baseline and relaxed
periods, wherein the greater plate separation exponentially
attenuates the signal. Despite the somewhat noisy baseline
signal, tissue blood flow is clearly reduced during each
compression period. In Fig 3c, blood flow is reduced by
90% of baseline level. Blood oxygenation (StO2, Fig 3d)
exhibited small changes (7%), but it was consistently smaller
under applied load. Tissue scattering (m0s , Fig 3e) was observed
to change somewhat during the load/relax cycles, increasing
during plate separation reduction, and then slowly decreasing
during the full compressed period. Water and lipid concentrations (not plotted) showed little variation in this subject.
We also attempted to characterize the stress–strain response of
the breast with respect to the transition between ‘‘compressed’’
and ‘‘baseline’’states. We defined an effective strain as the change
in plate separation for the two states divided by the initial plate
separation (Dd/d0, %); we defined an effective stress as the
change in measured surface skin pressure (i.e., stress, DP =
P  P0, kPa) between compressed and baseline states. The baseline pressure (P0) was usually quite small, that is, not too different
from zero. Across the full range of measurements, the tissue
strain and corresponding stress varied over a wide range. Fig 4
shows an example stress change as a function of strain. These
example data were collected from a single set of compression
events in a single subject. Measurements were thus recorded
during the transition between the initial period of light contact
and the first compression period. At low strains, the relationship
between these quantities is approximately linear; at higher
strains, the mechanical behavior appears to transition to an
exponential dependence similar to that described by Fung
(78,79) for uniaxial extension of biomaterials.
Population-averaged Mechanical Properties

We extracted average surface pressure (P) and applied force (F)
during each baseline or compressed period for each subject.
To account for intersubject variation (e.g., in pressure due
to the weight of the breast), we examined only changes from
baseline in pressure (DP = P  P0) and applied force (DF =
F  F0). These baseline pressure (5 kPa) and force (7 N)
offsets, however, were quite small compared to the changes
in these quantities due to compression.
Comparing all measurements across all subjects, we observe a
linear relationship between DP and DF (Fig 5a), as might be
expected. Furthermore, we observed little difference between
premenopausal and postmenopausal subjects (blue and red points,
respectively). This linear relationship suggests that total applied
force, which is typically the quantity measured in mammography, may be a good proxy measurement for skin pressure.
155
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Figure 4. Two examples of stress–strain
response during a single compression
from baseline load in a pair of subjects. To
remove the baseline pressure (e.g., due to
the weight of the breast tissue resting on
the compression plate), stress is defined
as the measured change in surface pressure
from the baseline (DP = P  P0, kPa). An
effective strain is defined as the measured
change in plate separation divided by the
initial plate separation (Dd/d0, %). Both the
quantities were measured continuously; error bars represent the standard deviation of
measurements inside a 4-second averaging time-window. As expected, the stress
response in the low strain regimen was
approximately linear, and it transitioned to
an exponential response at high strain.
Note that the linear range differed significantly between subjects. (Color version of
the figure is available online.)
Figure 5. Mechanical properties of breast
tissue. Each point corresponds to the
average parameter during a baseline or
compressed period (e.g., as in Fig 2a); error
bars are the standard deviation of the
parameter. Red dots denote postmenopausal, and blue dots, premenopausal subjects. (a) Change in surface pressure (DP =
P  P0) versus applied force (DF = F  F0)
from baseline. (b) DP (x stress) versus fractional change in plate separation (Dd/d0 x
strain). Note that, we performed linear fits
over two ranges of stress: 0%–20% (green)
and 0%–50% (black, all data). Although the
latter range includes some data points,
which may be outside of the linear stress–
strain regimen, we use a simple linear model
for the present analysis. Approximate systolic and diastolic blood pressures for
healthy persons are shown for reference.
For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.

In Figure 5b, we plot the change in pressure (DP) from baseline (i.e., effective stress) as a function of an effective strain, that
is, change in compression plate separation divided by the baseline plate separation [Dd/d0 = (d  d0)/d0]. Since these quantities approximate breast tissue stress and strain during
compression, the slope of this curve in the linear regimen
can be considered an ‘‘effective Young’s modulus’’ of the breast
tissue. Under this approximation, the effective Young’s
modulus of the breast tissue measured in this study was
67 kPa (for all data points, 95% confidence interval [CI] 54–
80 kPa) or 123 kPa (for data with strains <20%, 95% CI
104–141 kPa); interestingly, these numbers are bracketed by
ex vivo measurements of Young’s moduli in adipose
(17 kPa) and glandular (272 kPa) tissue at 15% strain
(10). Note also, in the subjects presented here, we did not
discern a significant correlation between the effective Young’s
modulus and body mass index.
156

Population-averaged Physiological Properties

We collected physiological parameters during serial breast
compression from 15 subjects (Table 1). The averages of these
normalized parameters were computed for each subject in the
baseline and compressed time-windows (e.g., Fig 3a), as
shown in Figure 6. Averaged over the population, rHbt,
DStO2, and rm0s ð785 nmÞ are reduced under external load
(30%, 20%, and 30%; Fig 6a,b,g), but considerable variation in the normalized StO2 data and m0s data are observed at
low pressures. Blood flow is significantly reduced during
compression (90%, Fig 6e,f). A slight reduction in lipid
concentration is found (6%, Fig 6c), and the water concentration (10%, Fig 6d) exhibits a somewhat greater, but less
consistent, trend versus applied pressure. Interestingly, rHbt
and rBF versus DP and DF exhibit a saturation effect, that is,
reduced response at higher compression.
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Figure 6. Population-averaged hemodynamic changes under compression versus
applied pressure. Percentage change
from baseline in (a) total hemoglobin concentration, rHbt = Hbt/(Hbt)0; (b) blood oxygen saturation, DStO2 = StO2  (StO2)0; (c)
lipid concentration, Dlipid = lipid  lipid0;
(d) water concentration DH2O = H2O 
(H2O)0; (e, f) blood flow, rBF = BF/BF0;
and (g) tissue reduced scattering coefficient at 785 nm, rl0s ¼ l0s =ðl0s Þ0 ; under
compression versus change in surface
pressure DP = P  P0 (a–e, g) or applied
force DF = F  F0 (f). Data were binned by
DP = baseline (0 kPa), 5 kPa (0–10),
15 kPa (10–20), and 25 kPa (20–30) or DF
= baseline (0 N), 15 N (0–30), 45 N (30–
60), 75 N (60–90), and 105 N (90–120).
Note: data from both compression time
windows on both breasts for each subject
are included in these figures. Error bars
are standard error for each bin; the number
of data points included in each bin is noted
in the figures. Data marked with ‘‘*’’ (‘‘**’’)
are statistically different than baseline
(zero change) using a two-tailed t test with
P< .05 (.01). (Color version of the figure is
available online.)

DISCUSSION
The data presented here offer insights about the hemodynamics of human breast tissue under external compression at
loads similar to those experienced during mammographic
imaging. Notably, these studies represent the first DCS-flow
measurements detected in transmission through human breast.
This accomplishment is significant, because the DCS signals
are attenuated substantially when traversing large tissue
volumes. This, in turn, makes high SNR data acquisition a
significant challenge, and such measurements have heretofore
not been reported. Furthermore, because full tomographic
diffuse optical reconstruction of breast generally requires transmission measurements, the results of this study suggest that
DCT for optical blood flow imaging in the human breast is
accessible with current technology.
Arguably, the most important practical finding of this investigation pertains to imaging techniques that use exogenous
contrast agents. A significant reduction in blood flow
(88%) was observed with applied loads of 105 N
(25 kPa), that is, loads similar to those arising in x-ray
mammography. Moreover, even with ‘‘soft’’ compression
[5 kPa surface pressure (20 N), as used in transmission
DOT imaging (21)], a reduction in tissue blood flow by
50% was observed. These changes are presumably due to
increased vascular resistance produced by occlusion or partial
occlusion of veins, venules, capillaries, arterioles, and even

arteries; such changes should significantly alter injected
contrast delivery in clinical DCE-MRI, x-ray tomosynthesis,
and digital contrast-enhanced mammography, as well as
contrast-enhanced DOT. We note that although both x-ray
tomosynthesis (80) and DCE-MRI may be performed at
much lower compression than film-based x-ray mammography, similar compressions have been applied by several
groups to deliberately modulate breast tissue hemodynamics
during imaging (27,40,43,46–48).
Notice that blood flow is not zero (10% residual) even at
skin pressures above healthy systolic blood pressure (Fig 6e).
Most of the subjects included in this study were fairly young
and not expected to be hypertensive. However, the breast is
not homogeneous; it has complex internal structural
elements, which may result in heterogeneous internal pressure. Furthermore, the origin of blood supply to the human
breast is highly variable between subjects (81), and this
variability in supply (e.g., superficial vs. deep arteries) may
also contribute to this effect. Finally, in previous studies of
cuff ischemia on the arm, a 10% residual blood flow was
observed in the ischemic state (72). This residue is possibly
due to scatter motions in tissue that are not blood flow, such
as random motions of red blood cells and other tissue organelles. A portion of these motions has been dubbed biological
zero, because it is observed in freshly sacrificed model organisms, such as with laser Doppler flowmetry (82,83). The
present study does not measure the true biological zero,
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because living tissues will have dynamic signals unrelated to
blood flow, although the present study does place an upper
bound of 10% on this parameter.
In a different vein, because DOT imaging derives much of
its endogenous contrast from the hemodynamic signals, the
observed reductions in Hbt and StO2 of 18% and 11%,
respectively, during soft compression can lead to reduced
optical imaging contrast. We speculate that these variations
are due to expulsion or partial expulsion and trapping of blood
in the venous side of the vasculature at high pressure. We
observed a reduction in m0s of 30% under high (25 kPa) pressure and significant variation at lower applied pressures. Variations in scattering during diffuse optical measurements are
especially significant for continuous-wave measurements,
which do not generally measure tissue scattering properties.
In total, these observations suggest that pressure monitoring
during breast imaging, with both exogenous and endogenous
contrast, should be useful for reducing signal variation and for
modulating signal contrast.
Because the study probed only healthy breast, we were
unable to assess changes in tumor contrast because of
compression. We note, however, that tumor growth is often
accompanied by angiogenesis—that is, the formation of additional microvasculature in and around the lesion. These tumor
blood vessels tend to be less well formed than those in healthy
tissue, with leaky and chaotic networks (84). These differences, in fact, offer clinicians unique contrasts that have
been the subject of numerous investigations using diffuse
optics
(24,30,40,42,43,45,47,48,85,86)
and
other
techniques. Given these differences in tissue composition, it
is quite likely that tumor vasculature will respond differently
to compression perturbations compared to healthy tissue. In
future studies, it would be interesting to use DCS in
transmission to probe the tumor-bearing breast and thereby
study the differential vasculature-related responses to
compressional stresses. Such differential responses might be
useful for tumor detection and characterization [see, for
example, previous studies (43,47,87)].
The investigation also had limited sensitivity to other tissue
chromophores, namely water and lipid. Unfortunately, both
water and lipid have low absorption at the wavelengths used
in this study, and the water and lipid concentration assignments are therefore much less certain than those of HbO2
and Hb. Nevertheless, the results suggest a slight reduction
in tissue lipid concentration and tissue water concentration
during compression. We speculate that these lipid reductions
could be due to displacement of superficial adipose tissues,
which in turn increases the percentage of sampled volume
composed of glandular tissue (which has a higher water
content). Finally, we note that tissue components without
significant absorption at the measured wavelengths
(e.g., collagen) were also excluded from this analysis.
Last, with respect to the mechanical properties of breast
tissue, we derived some empirical data with the aid of a
few simplifying assumptions. Chief among them was to
approximate the effective stress–strain relationship as a linear
158
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response, from which an effective Young’s modulus was
extracted for all data points and all subjects (Y  67 kPa,
95% CI 54–80). We observed a range of linear regimes across
subjects during compression (e.g., as shown in Fig 4), and a
portion of these data points are outside of the linear regimen.
A similar analysis for data points from all subjects with strain of
<20% resulted in a higher effective Young’s modulus (Y 
123, 95% CI 104–141). The average numbers are in rough
agreement with the previously published ex vivo work on biopsy samples, despite the many complicating factors (geometry, boundary conditions, tissue heterogeneity) in our
measurement. We note that Azar et al. (11) suggested that
fibroglandular and fatty tissues in the breast become compartmentalized and therefore differ in mechanical properties from
isolated excised samples; additionally, work by Lorenzen et al.
(88) with magnetic resonance elastography suggests large
(30%) changes in fibroglandular elasticity occur during
the course of a woman’s menstrual cycle. Despite limitations,
we are encouraged by the initial mechanical response data.

CONCLUSIONS
We found that microvascular blood flow in breast tissue was
significantly reduced (50%) with even mild applied force
and pressure, such as pressures typically used in ‘‘soft compression’’ breast imaging. At higher compressions, as in use for
x-ray mammography, blood flow was reduced by 90% from
baseline values. DOT/DOS studies of breast cancer often
rely on Hb and HbO2 contrasts (33); based on our results,
the compression applied during imaging may cause significant
variation in these chromophore concentrations, both by
expelling blood from the breast tissue and by reducing blood
flow (and thus oxygen delivery). Thus, in the context of DOT
imaging, heterogeneous compression may lead to distorted
images and reduced cancer contrast.
More importantly, the results have profound implications
for imaging techniques that rely on injected contrast agents.
The large change in blood flow during compression that we
have observed can significantly reduce contrast agent delivery
to breast tissue, or it can force blood-pooling agents out of the
breast.
Finally, these results add to the work of others to suggest the
possibility of using compression to enhance cancer contrast. For
example, after injection of targeted contrast agent and a
suitable delay time to permit agent binding, compression of
the breast could be used to force unbound agent out of the
breast tissue, enhancing specificity.
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APPENDIX A. OPTICAL DATA ANALYSIS
The least squares fitting procedure we used to extract
information about tissue chromophore concentration and tissue scattering from the TD-DOS data was straightforward.
On the theoretical side, we computed transmission temporal
point spread functions from the homogeneous slab solution
to the diffusion equation (89) at each wavelength; the inputs
to these functions were the tissue m0s ðlÞ and ma ðlÞ, which in
turn depend on tissue HbO2, Hb, lipid, H2O, A, and b as
described in the main text. These calculated point spread
functions were then convoluted with the measured
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instrument response functions at each wavelength to generate
Tc(t,l), the expected transmission pulses as a function of wavelength and time.
We then iteratively minimized the difference between the
measured transmission (T(t,l)) and these calculated temporal
response curves, using a standard iterative least squares minimization algorithm with the error function
t !
X T ðt; lÞ  T c ðt; lÞ 2
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1

The fit limit time t1 (t2) corresponds to the point at which
the rising (falling) point spread function is equal to 50%
(0.5%) of its peak value. (We note that the single wavelength
homogeneous slab solution to the diffusion equation depends
in important ways on four parameters: m0s , ma , peak amplitude, and a time offset.) By fitting data collected at all six
wavelengths simultaneously, we derive a single minimization
function that depends directly on HbO2, Hb, lipid, H2O, A,
and b; with this approach, we were able to reduce the
number of free parameters for the total fitting routine from
24 to 18 (including amplitude and time offset parameters).
This reduction in free parameters stabilized our fitting
routines.
The procedures we followed to extract tissue blood flow
indices were also straightforward. They are described at length
in a recent review (14). The theoretical model again (as in the
case of TD-DOS) used solutions to the diffusion equation in
the homogeneous infinite slab geometry; although the diffusion equation of interest in the present case is the so-called correlation diffusion equation (14), its solutions are formally
identical to those of the traditional photon diffusion equation.
Thus, by analogy to the frequency domain solution to the
diffusion equation in the transmission infinite slab geometry
(14), the theoretical prediction for the measured correlation
function is very closely related to the infinite slab Green’s function for the electric field autocorrelation function. This function depends on several parameters, including the correlation
decay time t that is,
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where d is the slab thickness, r the transverse source-detector
separation, v is the speed of light, n is the index of refraction,
Reff is the Fresnel reflection coefficient at the slab boundaries,
and a is the fraction of moving scatterers. Note, this fit uses the
optical properties (ma and m0s ) at the DCS wavelength (785 nm)
determined from TD-DOS measurements.
Various researchers have found that the mean square
particle displacement [<Dr2(t)>] in biological tissue is best
described with a Brownian model (52,53,72,74,63,90)—
that is, <Dr2[t]> = 6DBt, where DB is an effective diffusion
coefficient that is several orders of magnitude larger than the
thermal (Einstein) coefficient for particles of the size of red
blood cells; see Durduran et al. (14) for a discussion of DB.
In this case of ‘‘effective’’ Brownian motion,
k2dcs ½t ¼

With the parameters

r1;m ¼

zb ¼


v
m þ 2m0s k20 aDB t
D a

(A.12)

The temporal autocorrelation data are thus fit to derive the
factor, aDB, which we define as the blood flow index (BF).
This BF, aDB, has been demonstrated to provide a useful
quantitative measure of tissue blood flow and changes thereof
in a variety of tissues and during a variety of physiological
perturbations (61–74).
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